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by Brian O'Donnell

Greg Tucker of Co~ington & Burling
sees some of his recent clients on a daily
basis. In fact so do most people who travel
about Washington. They see people like
Ray Lamb, a former air traffic controller fired by Ronald Reagan in:I981, who now
lives at the steam grate at 21st and E
Streets,N.W.Lamb is one of the estimated
5-10,000homeless persons in the nation's
capitol and all" in effect,·. have' been
represented by. Tucker as he litigates in
support of.a -voter initiative requiring the

Sanford said the two cases send a mixed
message to persons who may be considering a suit against an organization for
·libel. Sharon .scored quite a public
-'
"
",'.<".'Q
While all sides in both the Sharon-Time
relations coup, not to mention the media
legislative issue. Tax specialist and first
and the Westmoreland-NBC trials were
bashing that Time, Inc. took, Sanford said,
year associate Jeff Stake also had his legal
labeled as losers by the American press,
adding, "With Westmoreland you get a
horizons broadened by working on what
there was still another loser in both those
different type of message. His case ended
emerged as a novel question of civil
.cases. It was the First Amendment, said
much like the Viet Nam War itself - a
liberties.
Burton Caine, a professor from. Temple
retreat and a declaration of victory from
Tucker met with Mitch Snyder and other
University Law SChool.
CCNV members to set in motion the
all sides."
Caine spoke at a Symposium on Libel
Caine said that the Sharon case
.process for getting an initiative on the
Law held in the Moot Court Room on
shouldn't have taken place in the U.S., and
ballot. The Committee on Overnight
February 14, along with GW's own Dean
only because of the malice requirement
Shelter was created to channel furids and
Jerome .Barron,
Professor
Thomas
was Sharon able to go before the courts.
garner public. support. through a petition
Krantenmaker
from
Georgetown
Caine said the. First Amendment was
drive: Though the initiative would evenUniversity, and Bruce Sanford of Baker
being priced out of the market. "The main
tually receive overwhelming voter support .
and Hostetler.
.
lesson
is for
people.
like
The
in last November's election, obstacles
Barron said that .both cases were
Pregressive.They
better not take their
arose.enr~ute. and turned Tucker's pro
ideological eases, but that fact did not
chances." Caine also said Sharon tried to
,
1.
disqualify them from libel law litigation.
prevent people in Israel from investigating
-;
(..
He maintained that if they had not been
the massacre at Shabra, and told the
..._~:~__
ideological cases, there would have been
Knesset, (Israel's Parliament) in front of
., a .~Q!ld~i<le;~~d~~!!~~~':.It~Qu.~h!11,kthisis
bad"you should see.other murders!'
..
?~.-.•...-.•.\...~L ..'. ,"-~.•.. ;;~';-:'OO.~-;.'f...;:>
;od.;..d§;ili.ft·ved~~.~D.n
pc.o.~.
~:. :;:;.·.~th{~r~...a
..";:.
. Caine said, i''l'lmeshoUldIl't be able to'
":::'~'c<::':L'?:';::;:;~:
'~'~~t
:f:d not~n~~;~~~~::ct~i
~~~
,
pick out someone like you and me, but they
(
:~._..
_..
.
to convict a defendant of libel..
should be able to pick out public figures.
No one's going to listen to our reply; they
have a forum. Once 'you censor people's
Krant~nmaker
Said the Sharon and
Westmoreland cases represent a vinvocabulary, you censor their thoughts."
dication of the balance between two funhe Symposiu~ was sponsored by the
damental values, and that the Times and
Jewish Law Student Association and the
Sullivan principle is a successful strategy
National Jewish Law Students Network.
for achieving the balance.
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Schechter: Law and -law School
by Gina Dashman
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city to provide shelter f~r all persons and.
argues for the right of homeless persons to
register to vote. .
...

bono undertaking
rights debate.

into

a~unusual

voting

CCNY had held a voter registration
drive among the initiative's most natural
As groups such as Washington's
constituents, the homeless themselves.
Community' for Creative Non-Violence·
But the Board of Elections could not find
(CCNV) have raised awareriess of: the
any precedent for recognizing persons
plight of the homeless, members. of the
. without a permanent residential address
legal profession have been inereasingly
as. registered voters. ConsequenUy the
called upon to provide services to an
. Board accepted registration cards from
especially vulnerable class of citizens. For
persons regularly living at a given shelter
Greg Tucker the opportunity. came to his
but notfrom Ray Lamb and others who did
officeoverlooking F:ederal Triangle in the'
not have recognized addresses. '
sPring of 1983 when representatives' of
The Board's resolution-of the issue was
CCNYand the ACL U sought assistance in
deemed unacceptable byCCNV
which
preparing a ballot initiative that would,
turned again to Tucker and his colleagues
tnandatethat
the
city
guarantee.';'
at Covington. He now acknowledges that
emergency shelter. for all homeless per- /.
sons. The initiative presented Tucker an "'~:' he was "tickled to death" with the opportunity
presented
by the Board's
OPPOrtunityto help a cause in which he had
See P. 8
a personal; interest and to ,work on' a

.. Prof. Roger Schechter grew up in New
York City where he attended public high .
school. Asa
GWU undergraduate,
SChechter majored in political science. He
earned his J.D. from Harvard University
Law SChooland then clerked for a judge on
the Fifth Circuit in St.Petersburg,
Florida. After a brief period of travel, he
practiced law for 3 years in.a New York
City law firm. During the latter 2 years he
taught part-time at Cardozo Law SChool.
In .the summer of 1980, Schechter joined
the faculty of the NLC.
; Q: Do you remember why you decided to
go to law school?
·A: Not really. There is no point that I
can recall when I didn't want to be a
lawyer; it was sort of pre-ordained; There
are a number of lawyers in my f~ily and
I was always attracted to forensic activity.
I was adebator in high school and college
and I've always
enjoyed
political
discussions; law school seemed inevitable.
Q:Do you think people had different
reasons for going to law school when you
attended as compared to today?
A: Yes, but I think it's different
primarily because of a coincidence or a

fortui ty of timing. When I went, most of the
people I went to school with did their undergraduate work during the latter part of
the 1960's and early 1970's; living through
Vietnam, the Kent State situation and the
bombings in Cambodia. And when I was
actually in law school, the Watergate
situation was going on. What that meant
was that a very high percentage of people
who went to law school were much more
politically motivated. They saw it more as
a mechanism by which they could change
society. That's not nearly as potent an
element intoday's environment.

Q: Do you think law school today-is
different from your experience?
A: Yes. At GW, I think there's a greater
sense of community
and social interraction than there was at Harvard.
People seem to genuinely care about each
other to a degree that wasn't there when I
was a student.

Q: Do you sense more competitiveness
among law students today?
A,: I think it's a very similar experience
to my own. The pattern is that students are
aggressive and competitive in their firsl
year. But once they know where they
stand, they tend to divert their competitive
energy away from the classroom and
See

P. 4
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America's. Last Best· Hope

.The Socratic Method:

/

by Donald Mooers

by RobertD. Jacobs

sanctuary is not "do-goodism, it is a life
and death situation," said Bill Davis of the
Christie
Institute.
Speaking
before
.students at a Brown Bag Luncheon,
sponsored by the Equal Justice Foundation and Movimiento Legal Latino,
Davis called the sanctuary Movement
"our last, best hope" to make America
live up to its ideals.
The Christie Institute, a public interest
legal and research
advocacy
group
dedicated to community organizing and
grassroots support for important,national
issues, traces its beginnings to the work it
did for the Karen Silkwood case. The
"Institute has been active in representing
the recent Sanctuary
indictees
and
organizing support for the Movement.
Davis said the roots of the, present
sanctuary Movement to the CIA-backed
overthrow of Salvadore Allende of Chile in
1971. He termed U.S. involvement in
Central
America
as "illegal,
un,American, immoral, and delaterious .to
U.S. best interests." All the groups we
back now are "doomed to lose."
'
He
,drew analogies
between' the
deception in Chile and the present efforts
to topple the Nicaraguan government. In
each country, the U.S. feared success of
left-w~
governments, seeing, popular
support for the movements spreading to
other countries. What troubled America
most, he said, was that these countries'
experiments "were working."
'
" Davis,a Jesuit priest, characterized the
Sanctuary
Movement .. as primarily
political, with humanitarian
concerns
occupying a back seat. The U.S., he said,
'has "armed, trained and sent thumbscrews"
rightest groups in Central
America, all~'so
powers could keep
hegemony."

to

Bill Davis -of the Christie Institute
Comparing
the U.S. invoivement in El
Salvador and Nicaragua, Davis termed
"unconscionable" U.S. support of the
Nicaraguan Contra's fight against the
Sandinista
government.
Equally unsettling was U.S. support of the government of El salvador, were SO,ooopeople
have died at the hands of government
'troops and right-wing death squads. '
The sanctuary Movement serves to
publicize the horrors going on in' El
salvador and Guatemalan villages and
expose the "lies"
and "hypocrisy"
surrounding the Reagan administration's,
support of right-wing groups in the regin.
"We are sending people back to death in
,much the same way as if we had sent Jews
back to Hitler during World War II." ..
Davis views the religious groups as the
proper forum for this political movement.
",The two objectives, humanitarian and
political reevaluation, are "profoundly
religious and inevitably political," he said.
He ended his talk with a plea on behalf of
the refugees. Salvadorans do not wish to be
here, he said, because they cannot speak'
the language, they feel uncomfortable, in'
their new, surroundings, and miss their
homes. "Why are they- here? ," he was
asked. He replied, "They. just don'] want
to be killed." '
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Prof. Roger ..Schechter, .feels that' thestarting point for any teacher, at any level,
is to first decide what his or her objective
is, and this dictates, the method of instruction used. Schechter said, "My first
objective is to try to teach rule applicaiton.
The' teaching procedure that Raven.
_ If I ask a student a question, itforces the
Hansen favors is to initially ask flX'
student to apply the rule." Schechter
volunteers to be put on deck for the next
recognizes that a major function that, a '
class period, and if no one volunteers, then
lawyer performs for a client is to make
he picks students from the seating chart to
arguments.. Therefore, his, second obbe on deck for. the next class. He is also
jective is to force, students ,•.to . make
quite liberal' about 'passes', if a student
arguments through reasoning by analogy. ,
He noted, "This skill can only be taught by , . " has a legitimate reason for not being able
to participate .next time ..
practice.
, There are advantages
and disadAccording toSchechter, in The Socratic
vantages to such a system. Raven-Hansen
method, 'in its pure form, ,neither, the
said, "The advantages are that there is
student nor the professor knows the
less student anxiety, and, by and large I,
correct answer in a dialogue. He continued
am likely to get hetter answers. T.be
that there is simply no effort to duplicate
See P. 6
this. in law school, where the professor

leave school without iC

'Preparation IN D.C.
for the local exams of:
,

Pr~f. p~ter 'Raven-Hansen,
also
acknowledges' that- the pure Socratic
method is not used in 'law school. The
:.--technique used in law school today is
commonly referred to as the avuncular
_Socratic method. Three reasons were
offered by Raven-Hansen as to why the
Socratic method is not used in its Pure
form today by ,law, professors. First he
indicated it takes competence to utiliz~the
technique that most people do not have
Second, tt,te tn.ethod throws students off
track. 'I'hird, It creates high anxiety in
students.
.
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While it is apparent to any law student'
. that professors at the NLC use a variety of
techniques in their classroom procedure, it
appears that law school professors con-.
tinue to stress the development of, skills
needed to, practice law over the mere
relaying of information to students. The
most popular technique used toaccomplish this goal isthrough some form of
a dialogue between professor and student,
, although law school professors will readily
admit that it is a somewhat 'watered
down' version of the pure Socratic method.

generally knows the answer and attempts
to lead the student down a particular path
At the end of a' dialogue,Schechter
at:
tempts to provide assistance. He con.
eluded, "If I were to merely illustrate the
, <wholepoint myself, it would not be merely
, as effective a learning experience; but Ido
try to summarize the dialogue."

Reason for, Discomfort
disadvantages are that there is a disincentive to prepare when one is not on deck,
and I can't bring in as many students into
the discuSsion as, I would like." He indicated that he is often at, odds ' with
himself as to bearing down on a particular
student. He noted, "I don't like the method
myself as. a law student, but I am con-'
cerned that I might be too easy at times."
Raven-Hansen stated that the more
experience one gets as a professor; the
more concerned the professor becomes
with the analytical method of teaching.
Raven-Hansen,said, "Most students think '
of a law school course as informational.
They should be more concerned with the
analytical .method."
H'e cl~sed by praising certairi~~pects
of the Socratic method as forcing students
to take a positon, analyze it.. and defend
that position. He said, "The object of the
Socratic method is to force students to
develop an-analysis,
and thereby be
comfortable on their feet. It is also a way
to vary the classroom atmosphere, and
make it more interesting."
,
Prof. David, Sharpe also indicates' that
he stresses" skills as opposed to 'information in his classroom Instruction.
While noting that he expects students to be
prepared, for class, he nevertheless does
not like to waste valuable Classroom time
with students who are performing poorly
in ' discussion
due
to inadequate
preparation. He noted that, "When a
student is in trouble, I try to help him or
her out. But as soon as it becomes clear to
me (that a student is ill-prepared and is
bluffing); I simply move on. The real point
;.•

that I'm stressing is, considering -high
tuition costs, that there is nothing to be
gained from 1he student's or the' class'
point of view in protracting the agony."
As far asIetting
a student 'pass' is
concerned, he stated that a pass will be
allowed, butit will be noted. "I definitely
plan to come back to the student later," he
said. Sharpe also indicated that he is more;
likely to ask first year students to be
formal. But he also said that he gets first
year students in their second semester,
and is less likely to ask them to state a
case; instead, he has students follow a line
of questions.
Prof. Lewis Solomon,: conducts his
classroom in a somewhat similar way as
does Raven-Hansen, in that he believes in
letting a student know when he or she is
going to be called on to participate in class.
He also allows the student to know
generally what the question will be.

"I'd rather be at Chadwicks."

- - ----_._--~-----......-

"----

Solomon believes the class receives a
higher quality' discussion when students
are put 'on tap' for the next class period.
He acknowledges the downside of such a
technique is that those students who are
not on tap may "take the dayoff."But, he
noted, "The cumulative nature of the
subject, in the case of Trusts & Estates, '"
prevents taking many days off."
Solomon also uses the skills method of
instruction. The dominant skills he em,phasizes are problem solving and planning. He said, "The essence of teaching is
a dialogue, with the focus not on appellate '
cases, but on how to use a range of legal
materials in planning. The focus should
not purely be on appellate 5ases."

'T. F;+c.f"

Catch Tuesday night (ever every week at Chadwicks-Georgetown's
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Washington. 362.s040
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Loo~~~g';fo~.Jcbs in
All fheWrong PI(aces
had a lot of tax courses in law school he or
she would be ill advised to apply to firms
specializing in patent law. A quick reading
of the firm's resume and partners'
Spring recess is almost here and if you"
backgrounds should assist in determining
are among the majority of NLC students
its area of specialization. In addition, law
who have not yet found a summer or
.firms receiving mail addressed "Dear
permanent job you are probably starting
Hiring Partner" or "Dear Sir" (especially
to panic. You've scanned the message
if, the individual in charge of hiring is
board three timesa day and still your
femalerare apt to react in the same way
name fails to appear. You've checked your
mailbox every night, only to fmd lettersL; you do when you receive mail addressed to
"Dear Resident." If you are unable to find
from hiring partners thanking you for your
out the name of the appropriate individual
interest and telling you how well qualified
to write to, a quick phone call to the firm
you were for the position, for which you
. may save your resume from the fate of the
were not selected. You've become so
trash can.
desparate that even a clerkship on Guam,
is starting to look appealing. The word,
lso,'rem~mber
that ever; firm to
from the Career Development Office
which you apply will receive dozens of
(CDO) is "Don't Panic."
other resumes from law students with
Although most large firms have filled
. similar credentials. It is therefore imtheir positions through the Fall interview,
portant that your resume and cover letter
process, and many government agency , stand out .. One way· to personalize your
deadlines have already passed, a number
. letter is to state why your background
ofemployment options do still exist. Since
makes youuniquely qualified for a job at
most small and medium size law firms are
this firm. H you have worked for a labor
unable to determine their staffing needs
union and you want to practice labor law
months in advance many job' opportunities
than you should alaborate in your letter
willsuddenly develop between now and the
upon the job description stated on your
beginning of the summer. ,Nancy Saltresume. . If a science background is
sman, Assistant Director of theCDO,
relevant to a particular job than you
provided The Advocate with some comshould discuss the undergraduate courses
mon sense job search techniques which
'you have taken in this area.
may aid" students
in getting these
Another potentially effective way to get
positions;, ,
,
. an interview is to target your letters to
One of the least effective means of
lawyers who are alumni of either your
finding ajob is to begin with the letter A in
undergraduate school or the NLC. This
a Martindale-Hubbell listing and send
. tactic could prove especially useful to the
'mass mailing letters to the hiring partner
'law student who may. have graduated
of every listed law firm. A more effective
\ Summa Cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa ,
method is to target one's search by senfrom college, but whose law school grades
ding out cover letters to firms which
are nothing to write home about. Also, if
specialize in the area in which the student , the individual to whom you write doesn't
has an interest or the appropriate work»
have a job opening to offer he may at least
hackground. If for example a student has
.
Seep. 6
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Schechter Knows the Angle~
From page 1
towards work and personal life. As a
teacher I find the intense rivalry among
students unhealthy. Butthere is a point at
which a lack of competitiveness becomes
synonomous with apathy. I find that in ~e

.

iniddie of a long semester, students are
just treading water and figure that they
,.will pull it all together in the end. It makes
my job harder because. I must be more
~stimulating to catch the attention of just a
small number of students. It's less en-

'

Celebration for First
Woman before s. Ct.
,

The Law Association for Women is
sponsoring the fourth annual Belva Lockwood Day. This year's celebration includes two renowned speakers. Judy
Goldsmith, president of the National
Organization for Women and Elizabeth
Griffith, eo-chairperson of the Women's
Campaign Fund and author of In Her Own
Right, will speak on "The Future of
Women in Politics." They will speak at,4:15, Thurs. March 14, 1985inRoom L201.
This event is held in honor of Belva
Lockwood, the first woman graduate of
the National University Law School which
later merged with GWU's Columbian
College of Law to become the NLC in 1954.
The day serves as a reminder of the
barriers to women's participation in the
legal profession and as a recognition of
women's achievements in the field.
Belva Lockwood was a particularly
prestigious graduate of the National
University Law School. She successfully
lobbied Congress to enact a bill enabling
women to argue before the highest court,
and on March 3, 1879, became the first
woman admitted to U.S. Supreme Court
practice. Despite this achievement, she
was prohibited from joining the ,Virginia

'bar because the relevant statute read
,"person"
which the Virginia courts
.' construed asvmale".
LockWOOd was active in many areas.
In 1867, she helped found the Universal
Franchise Association, Washington's first
sufferage group. She ran for President of
the U.S. in 1884 and 1888as the National
Equal Party's nominee. In 1884, she
received more than 4,000 votes at a time
when women were not even allowed to
vote.
She sponsored the first Southern black
(the fourth black man) to be admitted to
the Supreme Court bar in 1880.Twenty-six
years later, before the Supreme Court,
Lockwood argued for and secured a $5
million damages award from the United
States for the Eastern Cherokee Indians.
Her activism even extended' to the international arena where she served on the'
executive committee of the Nobel Peace
Prize.
Belva .Lockwood's distinguished successful career should be a source of inspiration, not only to women, but to all in
the legal profession..

them to do.: Precision" doesn't lOean
becoming wholly devoid of values and
becoming a bland, uninteresting .person
Q: Do you think its laziness on the part of.
But students sometimes ..conclude that
/
students?
'
that's what we want; that to be. a laWYer
A: I think its' a. case of students putting
you have to be so chameleon-like, that yoU
together a thoughtful cost-benefit analysis.
can no longer have your own views. I hope
They have decided to follow the 'path of
that's notwhat we're doing because that
least resistance.' You could call it lazy or
would be, terrible; It .may be that the
call it savvy. I don't know if I've decided
faculty must constantly remind students to
personally what label I would attach to it. .
retain. some ~of the views they have
Presumably, students aren't sitting with a
regarding the issues of the day While
bowl of popcorn in front of the T.V. fer 6
teaching the students to think with
hours every night.
,precision.
,
Q: Do you think there's a slacking off of Q: How did you feel about the practice of
legal curiosity about the law?,
law and why did you decide to leave
A: Yes; I think that happens, butits not
practice for teaching?
inevitable. A lot of the issues which come
A: Practice is basically one third
up in advanced courses are the kinds of
fascinating, one third aggravating and one
issues people used to argue about with
third boring,' but the boring
side
passion as undergraduates. For instance,
. sometimes seemed to be a lot bigger than
is business fundamentally good or evil?
the other two thirds. I was in theIitigation
. Are people in industry deliberately trying
department working on the large lawsuits.
. to rip off consumers? What should the tax
Sometimes I. found it to be very exciting
system look like? Those are issues which
but I also found it frustrating. Frustration
bright people argue about all the time. Yet
"isa part of what practicing law is all about
strangely enough, students do not seem to
because as a lawyer, your job is to take the
have any passion about these issues when
frustration away from your client." Also,
they come to class. .
. there is a lot. of detail work and drudge
'work. When the boring part overwhelmed
Q: Why do you think this happens?
.. the interesting part I, decided to do
A: It's partly the fault .of the legal
something else. Teaching was a natural
education system, partly the students, and
step for me because.I.was doing it partpartly particular courses where particular
time and ~ found It to be -.exclusively enteachers emphasize things which may not
joyable. Thatis still true' today .. '
be as intellectually enjoyable as the
'
.
','
subject matter' permits. Also the-system
Q: .Do youthilllt law school does a good
itself encourages you to be precise, and
job of .preparing us to be good laWyers?
precision and passion are often at war with
'. A:We'could have more clinics, smaller
each other. There is a sense in which we
classes and more writing: But financial
discourage passion, but students may take'
constrai"lltS£don't.permitlhat
right;now:ii(
the wrong moral from what we encourage
Within present constralnts. I ,think-~\ve're:
doing Ii good job. .... .
-,-,?i:-i;,·.,,··
joyable for me, since I enjoy dialogue and
exchanging ideas with students.
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WiII,the loan company notify you after
-your car has been repossessed?
.
In . D.C. you must' receive written
notification within five (5) days that your
car has been repossessed; This notification
must be delivered in person or by certified .
'> mail. This notification must state you have
a right to redeem your car; the amount
due; your rights with respect to the resale;
_yourliability
for deficiency upon resale;
the exact' address where your -car is
stored; and, where payment is to be made.
. Inmost cases in Maryland within five
(Sf, days
after the car has been
repossessed you must. receive notice by'
certified or registered mail, or in person,
which must state' your right to redeem
your car and the amount you owe; your
rights as to resale and your liability for a
deficiency; and, the exact.location where
the goods are and where any payment is to
be made.
.
In Virginia the repossessor only has to
give reasonable notification of· the time
and place of any public sale at which he
intends to sell your car. The loan company .
has given reasonable notice if it gives you
notification of the time after which any
private sale or other intended disposition
is to be made.

by Dave Adam~k

Likethe average person you are having
breakfastand getting ready W face the
dayahead.-.:-,.,
. .':"
Youlook out Of your window and see that
your car is not where you left it; .
Youthink-your car has been stolen, but.
lateryou discover that your car has been
repossessed •. Several
questionsvrun
thrOugh
your mind: Can the loan company
repossessmy car? What happens to my
carnow? What can 1do to get my car
back?The answers to these, .and other
questions'depend on whether you live in
D.C., Maryland or Virginia.,
.'

Whatdoes your loan agreement say?-·
Thefirst thing you should do when your
caris repossessed is check your loan
agreement. It.will describe the terms
underwhich you borrowed the money to
buyyour car. Important things. to review
arethe due date and amount of each
payment, • Read the loan. agreement
carefully.It may describe wha t happens if
you miss payments and what to do if your
caris repossessed.
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Whencan yo~~c'arbe;epossessed?
A loan company can repossess your car
whenyou are in default on your loan. You
will bein default if you fail to pay any sum
dueunder the loan agreement; if you fail
toperform' any -condition whichlhe .loan
agreement lawfully requires you to perform to obtain title to the car, or, if you fail .
toperform any promise which the loan
agreement. says" will be' grounds for.
repossession.
.
ITyou are not in default, the loan companycannot .legally repossess your car.

7.

July 2 to August 12

- May 20 to July 1
COURSES

How long does the loan-co~pany have to
hold ; your. car' after it' has been
repossessed? .
In D.C. the repossessor must store your
car for 15 days' after he has notified you
your car was repossessed. - During this '
period you have the rightto redeem your
car..
. . '.: .. '
...•...
The" repossessor' in •most' cases in".:':·,
Maryland must also hold the car for 15
days after you have been notified. During
this' period you can redeem your. car and
.resume : performance'
of your loan
, agreement.
'
- In Virginia no specific holding period is
. required before the loan company can sell
your car at a public sale.
-.,
How can you get your car back once it has
been repossessed?
'
In D.C., to redeem your caryou must do
several things. First, unlike many other
jurisdictions you need only pay the amount
that is due under the loan agreement at the
time you seek to redeem. You cannot be
'required to pay the full balance of the Joan.
Second, - you must perform any other
obligation listed in the loan contract which
was a reason for repossession. Third, if the
loan company has provided' you with
notification before repossession, you may
be required to pay the reasonable expenses for taking and storing your car.
How Can you~ car be repossessed?
."
" These charges shall not be more than $3.
The loan company. can repossess your.
Per day for storage, and the expenses for
carif it can do it without a breach of the
retaking the. car shall not exceed $100.
~ace. This means it can repossess your
In most cases in Maryland, you must go
carfrom the street, but it cannot open your
through the same three steps as you would
garageand remove. your car . .The loan ,. in D.C:,· however, Maryland does not set
Companymust go to court to repossess
exact limits' on what is reasonable.
.
~ur car if it cannot repossess it without a.
-ln Virginia; you have the right to redeem
each of the p'eace.
. .. ~..
your car at any time before the loan
company has disposed of your car or
entered into contract to dispose of it. To
~Iustthe 103;ncompany inform you before!
get your car after repossession requires
tt repossesses your car?
. .... .. \
ITyou live in D.C. and you nave missed
. payment in full of all monetary obligations
onlyone Installment payment, and the • then- due and performance in full of. all
other o?ligations then matured -.
:fault is not more than 15 days past due,
en you must be notified by the loan
COmpany.10 days before it repossesses
What if you don't redeem your vehicle
Yourcar. This notification must be in
within therequired time? .
personor by certified mail, and it must be
If you fail to redeem your car, the loan
~Writing. This notification must. describe
, company can sell your car. If the loan
the default, the actions necessary to cure '.- company does not make enough money at
tee default,when
the' car will be-the sale to cover what you owed under
r POSsessedand your rights if the car is
. your loan agreement a deficiency arises.
epossessed
...
You will be required to pay this deficiency
pMaryland 'and Virgini~' do not ~ff~r this
if tlie loan company takes you to court and
rotection:
._; .....~ ..
s'!es for "the defici'encyamount.
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OPTION TWO: SAVE MONEY
AND GET STUDY GUIDES

OPTION ONE:
SAVE MONEY

SMH Is offering a discount for our
1986 Bar Review Courses (February and
July). A $25.00 course deposit made
by April 26, 1985 will secure tho lowest
course price for your Bar Review Course.

COURSE(S)

DISCOUNTED
PRICE

CT, DC, Flo MA
MD, M,i~ NH,
NY V VT
NJ,PA
RI

A deposit of $75.00 entities you to:
• Secure discount explained at left
• Receive the SMH study guides,
designed for law school exams, and
which Include: Wills, Trusts, Corpora·
tlons, Partnerships, Sales, Commercial
Paper, Bank Deposits and Collections,
Secured Transactions, Evidence,
Federal Income Taxation, and Federal
Estate and Gift Tax.
• Participate in the SMH MPRE preparation.

$525
$495

FREE REVIEW LECTURES

$475

are available in many locations for most
topics contained In the study guides.

STUDENTS DESIRING FURTHER INFORMATION.
REGISTRATION
MATERIALS OR SCHEDULES OF FREE REVIEW LECTURES MAY .
CONTACT A CAMPUS REP OR YOUR LOCAL SMH OFFICE.

C<lr."pUS Rep.
.Scott Burnett
528-1909
SMH/NY (212)947-3580
SMH/NJ (201) 842-4404

g

.BAR REVIEW

1-800-343-9188
SMH/DC-VA-MD
(202) 347-1971

.,.

'.

SMH/MA(817) 742-3900
(413) 583-3787

Pile'

NLC 'Gays find Solidarity

Continuing the Job Safari
from P.3
be wtWl1l to meet with you .nd proride
IUUcsUonl d places « tndjricmIJ to
contAct.
'J
job
Two rather obriouI IOUr'Cd ....
openl,.. are the DCO job boob and the
bulJdln boIrdll1IUn' n.wume collectionS.
A number 01 nrnu. even lOme whleb have
.Ire"")' IntrrVlewed on campus, are
wlln,. to collect the raumes d NLC
• tudenlI .nd win contAct them directly tr
they .re Intenll~
In sellf'" up· an IntervieW. II .. Important to mad these
notJces carefully llnee man)' firms may
only w.nt lh1rd year Itudenta or they may
only want .tudetns r.nkfd In the top 11103
« 1~4 ci the clul. The job books can
prove eap«IAJJy UJdulllnce the student at
lellt knowl that the lilted firm «
orpnlution h.u a Job opening which It II
Intenstfd In ruling; a firm. randomly
p1c~ out of the ~rtlndaJe-Hubbe1l
lilting may love your resume but thlJ wlJl
do )'OU no good tr It hal no need for. new
law derlt « asaoclate. AlIo, lOme finrUI
will only Interview law .tudents from a
aelec:tgroup d law schools (I.e. the "real"
top 10),and will Ignore • resume from an
NLC student, even one with superl«
mdenUaIl. U. IIaUngII poetfd In the Job
book you may llISume that the firm wlJl at
I~st consider hiring an NLC student.
One option available to flnt and second
year students Ia to volunteer to work f«

the pubUc interest. The COO has as job
boaIc 01 public Interest JobI, as well as
other Utmlture In its flies. Although the
student win reap no rmandal benefit, the

valuable experience gained may help later

an in finding a paid position. For students
who must earn money this summer there
II.lway. the option d w«king part·time
at a non-legal poslton and working parttime at the volunteer public interest
organlution .

F

IBlUy, remember that Washington,
D.C. IIa gecgraphlcaUy desirable place to
both live and w«k. Law llludents and
lawyen come here from all over the
UnJtfd States, thus making f« a tight job
market. II you are willing to be more
. flexible In your gecgraphical preferences
the chances of landing a summer «
permanent Job will Improve dramaticaUy.
With spring recess almost here now Is a
perfect time to write or caU law firms,
government agencies, and public interest
«ganltatlons in either your hometown «
in whatever city you choose, to state your
inlerest In Interviewing with them. After
all, now that you've been In Washington,
D.C. all this time aren't you ready to
experience a new place with new people?
IIyou're willing to broaden your horizons,
do a little research, target your job search,
and not panJc you may be surprised at the
results.

Moot Court Mania
by Annie McCormick

The nJght before, I graciously declined
all soclallnvttatlons. That morning, I rose
purposefully and dressed In funereal blue
and gray. Something was different, and I
felt It as I boarded the crowded Metro. I
was at one with the corporate heartbeat In a pulsing, throbbing underground artery
or the D.C. metropolis. Itcarried me to my
destination and pushed me out my
Farragut West exlt. Before I could scream
"Brooks Brothers" I was standing outside
the Jacob Burns Moot Court Room with
co-c:oumeland opposing co-c:ounsel.There
was no turning back. We smiled
automation smiles, straightened our ties,
clutched our file folders and went In.
Nothing troke the spell. Exactly on the
hour, with a cursory nod In our direction,
our formerly friendly Legal Research

professor - now dressed In somber black
_ bade us begin. We.struggled to please
the court but our CIlrefully prepared
speeches were cruelly thrust aside. The
three men In black clearly disliked us for
they Interrupted with frequency and
hostility and demanded answers of ~
which we did not have. And If, by chance, .
we mustered some reply we could cite no
authority for If. We were worth nothlngl
Wewere not fit to recline in the naugehyde
comfort of our chairs! We. . .were. .
.humbled. But soon - happy. The Brute
Court dismissed ,us. They COMPLIMENTED
our preparation.
Our
COMPOSURE! We livel We go back to a
familiar life -' free to outline contentedly
for the duration of another semester, to
highlight to the beat of a different heart in
another subterranean comer of the city.
Moot Court is nothing but a dim
Kafkaesque memory In the back of our
crowded minds.
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always easy to go introduce ~
•
school, so a couple of us decided on gett~
people together f« drinks. It was iust SOrt
of an ice breaker."
Reading the notices posted along the
They both agreed that their P'U'Pose'
haUways cJ our school is ~ of the best
not to form a new student organization ~
ways to keep Informed of the many
rather to let gay students know that ~
organizations and activities that are a ~rt
have colleagues who face the salbe
cJ student life at the NLC. From meet~
problems they do and share their ~
to marches, sales to seminars, everything
eerns. "Besides not having the time ror it.
Is there on the boards; and now, as you
it's really not what everyone wanted.
may have noted. gay and lesbian law
There are a lot of students who Wantto
students are taking advantage of the law
keep their private lives private, and 'lrt
center's version of "democracy wall" to
respect that. So, 00 formal «ganization ..
announce
happy hours and other
The group is presently arranging '.
gatherings.
,
f«um for March 13, at 8 o'clock, in ~
This writer listened recently to two
Iifth floor lounge of the Marvin Center
second-year students who helped to
The second student suggested this r~
arrange these events, and also heard of
best embodies what they are attempting tG
their experiences at studying the law.
achieve. "We're going to have attornt)'S
~ "I think the most difficult ti.?,tefor me
from private and government practict
- was the start of the first year, reported
talk about problems of gays under the lal\'
the first student: "On top of the pressures
cJ classes I felt alone and, in a way, I felt , and problems. of the gay lawyer. Will ~ ,
defense department really hire you? Is
out of pla~. My whole sociallife.was ~wa?
this another reason·' you won't make
from my friends at school. Just Imag1Oe.if
partner? These are the kind of questiCX
you could only talk about what happened 10
we'll talk about, and anyone who wantstG
your life between 9 and 5. Even oow I'm
. come is welcome." ,
still doing this Interview anonymously so I
"We're pleased with the turnout at ~
won't lose any friends or damage mY
functions:~ the second student said, "but I
ca reer ."
.
there are still quite a few of the 30 to 40
he second student expressed similar
gays and lesbians we know here at sclxlo1
concerns adding, "It can feel awkward to
. who don't feel comfortable enough to ilin
go out with other law students, but with
us even for off-campus activities.
your gay friends they don't always unDespite
these .obsticles,
and the
derstand that you have to spend your
generally conservative atmosphere or the
Friday nights ruining your eyes in a law
legal profession, the gay stUdents plan tG
library."
'
.
continue their efforts at raising the
This shared sense of isolation led to the
awareness, of all students to the unique
Idea of happy hours for gays and lesbians.
difficulties of their gay ce>lIeagues,Con.
"It didn't take long before we became
cluded the second student, "We've been
aware there were other gay law students,"
here since the beginning of history, and I
said the first student," but it wasn't·
sure don't see any reason te>go away now."
by Julie Riley

T

Legal aid .on .t~~
Chopping Block Again
by Chuck Balcom
President Reagan has renewed his attack on so-called "legal activism," by
recommending the elimination of the
Legal Services Corporation. The proposal
which will be considered by the House and,
senate Judiciary Committees represents
the fifth time the President has tried to
eliminate the Corporation. Last year,
Congress ignored the President's request
and provided $305 million for the legal .
services program.
' ,
Although the President has not suc'ceeded in abolishing the Corporation, he
has changed its direction. Since 1980,·more
than 300of the 1,475local Legal Aid offices
have been clOsed. Over two thousand
attorneys have either left or been fired. Of
the remaining staff, most will take only the
most serious cases. The result, according ,
to former LSC staffers, is that low-income
individuals are receiving fewer and fewer
opportunities
to resolve their legal
disputes through the American justice
, system.
The President is on record stating legal
services wastes tax-payers money· while
creating long and expensive lawsuits for
state and local governments. In· the past,
Legal Aid attorneys have' gone beyond
traditional legal matters such as tenantlandlord disputes and welfare claims ,.to
file class-action suits for unemployment
compensation, food stamps, and health
care !Jenefits. The President perSonally
~xpenenced. the consequences of Ii legal
services. suit. when . in the bite 1960's
California RuratLegal Assistance forced
then-Gov ..Reag!ln to restore millions of

dollars in medical aid that he had cut from
the state budget.
-

T

he nationwide success of LSC classactlonsuits has. set off a ba.cklash amongI
conservatives, including the President,
who find it absurd that the federal
government is paying to sue itself;
Claiming LSC suits are detrimental to
private enterprise and government-in·I
general,fiscal-minded
Republicans have
begun to attach. strings to the corporation's ..funding. Current restrictions
prohibit Legal Aid lawyers from handling
any cases irivolving school desegregation
non-therapeutic
abortions, and armed
forces desertion and limit class action
suits and legal advice to aliens, For
supporters,c the restrictions have all but
emasculated the Corporation from serving
its original mission; An ll-member board
nominated by the President and confirmed
by the Senate oversees the program. SO
far, the Senate has refused to confirm the
President's nominations.
\ The continuing stalemate has been an
.. unexpected plus for the President ~ho hasl
made 19"recess appointments" dunng the
past four years. The temporary recessI
appointees have constitutted a majority of
the board since 1982and have run the lega
services program without Senate con',
firmation. The unusual practice prompt1
one former official to state in a recen
article, "It has caused a great deal 0
uncertainty in the program. It has. undermined
morale.
It has certalO1y
prevented the corporation itself f~m
developing long-term policies and gOlnr
about the business of operating in an e'
.~~ient and professional manner."

I·

Banzhaf Quenchesfordl1am fire
..---

. show. Van de~ Haag said that some people
might bother him when they were drunk,
but that-even when Banzhaf was sober he
bothered' him a great deal.
I saw the full debate when it was filmed
.live , watched the fullbroadcast when CBS
televised the debate initially and then
heard Banzhaf's explanation and his
taping of the water fight last Thursday.
Banzhaf to the contrary, Ithink both men
'acted foolishly. Recently, Banzhaf indicated that in television debates it was not
his general practice to throw water at
opponents. It probably makes them.less
than willing to debate again. But, with Van
den Haag, for self defense purposes' and
dramatic effect, he decided to extinguish
Van den Haag's cigar. He had added that
he was also acting to protect membersot .
the audience who may have had allergies
to smoke: Van den Haag indicated when
Banzhaf let it be known he did not wish
him to smoke, that he did not care, and
that he wished to let the world see the
hysteria of non-smokers. He probably felt
vindicated when Banzhaf, in VaJl.rlen'·
Haag's eyes, acted hysterically~faousing
.

by Jim Lochner

...-If yoUgo to enough fights, someday a
debatemay break out. Most NLC students
have probably heard about the waterthrowingincident Between NLC professor
John "If, you smoke I'll splash you"
Banzhafand Fordham professor Ernst
"VeJl,I vant to hurt you, Banzhaf" VandenHaag. The water splashing occurred
when
Banzhaf became upset that Van den
Haagwas smoking in his presence on a
'debate; on CBS Nightwatch .. Banzhaf
recentlyreplayed the debate to a roomful ,
~ students at the NLC. Many stayed to
watchthe brief flurry of violence and then
left having never seen the rest of Banzhaf'S and Van den Haag's eontrontatlon."
Those who left. missed nothing' scin- '
tiJIatingly educational.
The best entertainmentcame at the end of the show
when Banzhaf told the'. Jurisprudence
professor,"Those
who cannot teach,
Jurisprudence." He also told the professor
!bathemade a fool ofhimself on theT .V.

-F;r-8t..t:

~r.:rOL) He.~an

the cigar. Banzhaf's self-defense rational
for his actions has only' a 'superficial appeal. At his replaying of the debate he
stated he had not eaten prior to the debate
so smoke made him feel nauseous and that
with contact lenses the smoke made his
eyes water. He apparently did not think he
could make it through the hour of debate,
comfortably, with Van den Haag's cigar
smoke wafting in his faee.rIf Banzhaf is so
adversely affected by smoke..maybe he
.would be better off wearing a mask or
teaching Torts in Montana or Wyoming.
Anerthe
water fight, for those of you
who happened to miss it, Banzhaf and Van
den Haag went from hurling water and
cups to exchanging· insults and interruptions: There was almost no substance to the debate, as Van den Haag
reliedona ridiculous argument based on
the interests of smokers being balanced
against the rights of non-smokers. Banzhaf was able to shoot down this argument,
and Van den Haag had little left to say,
other than that he thought he had shown a
non-smoker reacting hysterically to the

presence of smoke in his face .
Banzhaf has complained that many of
the more informed advocates of cigarette
smoking, The American Tobacco Institute's representatives and others will no
longer debate him. Given Banzhaf's
argumentative technique exemplified. by
the debate with Van den Haag, of insulting, interrupting and throwing water if
absolutely necessary, who can blame
these smoking advocates?
But: even
without worthy opponents Banzhaf can.
achieve his objective of getting on T.V.
and promoting the rights of non-smokers.
What he should do is fmd someone who
does not know a whole lot about smoker's
rights to prevent a boring serious debate
from ensuing, but is deadly earnest in his
desire to chain-smoke. Then he' and
Banzhaf can choreograph some sort of
water fight, be really rude to each other
throughout the show, and get lots of media
attention. This media attention may lead
to a few persons becoming informed on the
controversy between non-smokers and
smokers and a many people getting a lot of
laughs.
.
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Dienes a~ Oxford

The University of San Diego has announcedthat Prof. Thomas Dienes of the
NLC will teach in its law program in
Oxfordsummer 1985. Prof. Dienes will
~ch a 3-semester-credit course in Civil
L lberties-U.S. & U.K. The Course will
examinea number of different topics in
the area of civil liberties from the
Viewpoint of several
different
legal
systems: U.S., Canada, Mexico, Ireland,
and the U.K..
'
The 6-week program, which begins July
1, deals with Anglo-American Law and
~blic international law, such as criminal
lUStice,conflict of laws, environmental
la w, and law and economics.
For further iinformation,
write Mrs.
C?ursey, Law School, UniversityofSan
Diego,Alcala Park, .San Diego cA ...92110:
,

'.:.

..,

'

Lois Hudson Miller
1915·1985
Lois Hudson Miller, an LL.M candidate
.in taxation, passed away on February 11,
1985.She is survived by her husband Rahe
A. Miller (ReU, -two daughters, four
grandchildren, and one great grandchild.
Mrs. Miller received her J.D. from
.American University in 1954. She practiced law for 30 years, and was an LL.M
candidate beginning in the fall, 1984, and
also continued to work at her own' private'
practice for 15-20hours per week. She will
be sorely missed by all those who knew
her.

Corrections
Correction ~ Last issue contained an
article titled "The Oldest Student At The
NLC."We intended this to refer to J.D.
candidates, as there are older Post-J.D.
candidates at the NLC.
.

PHI DELTA PHI
presents
AMBULANCE

CHASE '85

A 5-K FUN RUN to benefit
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
Saturday, March 30, 1985
REGISTRATION:
Monday through Friday 10-2.and 5-6in
Stockton Hall First Floor Lounge
Fee: $8. (includes Ambulance Chase '85 T-shirt)
Participation open to students, faculty, and staff
from all area law schools '
Further-information available at the registration desk and
the Phi Delta Phi office, 303-DBurns Hall

..Homeless Fast B~col11ingAmerica's f»ro~lem
decision. Not only.vdid he believ~ the
homeless should qualify as voters but also
from a professional perspective "one of
the things we all hope for is that someone
will come in and drop on your desk a clear
constitutional issue that can go all the way
to the top," Tucker observes.
The
lawyers from Covington were somewhat
, surprised when the Board unanimously
concluded that all homeless persons would
be permitted to register to vote.
In real numbers, Tucker notes, it is
doubtful "more than ten percent" of the
city's homeless actually registered but "as
a matter of, principle it made a difference.t'He points to the petition drive
having netted the largest number-rapproximately 32,(00) of signatures ever for
a ballot initiative and the "overwhelming
margin" of victory for the resulting
Overnight Shelter Act of 1984 itself.
CCNV has already approached other
Covington and Burling attorneys9n additional matters
of concern to thehomeless' community. They include a
challenge
to Department
of Labor
statistics on the number of homeless
persons in the U.S. and concerns with
policemen allegedly making periodic
incursions
into shelters
to serve
wearrants, raising Fourth Amendment
/ issues. Meanwhile, Greg Tucker is looking
into possible improprieties in the D.C.
- government spending tax 'dollars on a
publicity campaign against the Shelter
initiative.
,
' '
Some of the means by which CCNY has'
brought attention to the homeless have in
themselves generated litigation. Perhaps,

most noteworthy is the ruling last year by
the Supreme Court in CCNVv.,Clark that
the Park Service could prohibit persons
from sleeping overnight in a Lafayette
Park tent-citytdubbed.t'Reaganville")
in
order to dramatize the existence ,of
homelessness at the President's doorstep.
,'wandenng
rthur Spitzer, legal director of the
"Washington Chapter of the ACL U, was
" one
the attorneys arguing on behalf of. '
theLafayetteParkprotesters.TheACLU"
took the case, he recalls, because it,
represented a "legitimate exercise of free
speech" which needed to be preserved for
all persons, not just the homeless. According to Spitzer the Administration was
tolarant of traditional forms of protest
near the White House but was not willing to
let the homeless, or any group sleep-in.'
Spitzer argued in court that the message
CCNV wanted to convey could only be
achieved through anovernightstay, The
Court's 7-2 decision recognized
that
sleeping may be symbolic activity but
deferred to Park Service's discretionary
finding , 'that an encampment . ' would ,.in
terefere with, maintaining the Lafayette
Park grounds.
Spitzer has recently spoken with Mitch
Snyder in relation to Fourth A~endment
concerns prompted bya bill recently filed
with the City Council. The legislation if,
passed would calIon police to pick up
homeless persons with or without their'
,consent on evenings when the temperature
drops, below 25. degrees. Similar policies
have
recently
been
enacted
in
Philadelphia and.New York City;"..
'l'he right of police to take persons off the
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street against their will is part, of a
growing debate over the capacity of some
homeless
people' to make ',legally
recognizable decisions regarding
their
own welfare; A twenty-year effort at
delnstitutionalizing persons held in mental
health .f~cilities 'has left s0m.e 'persons
the streets of WashlDgton who
in another era might have beenconflned to
St. Elizabeth's Hospital. While observers
of the' problems, of deinstitutionalization
may differ on the types of programs
needed to' deal with its aftermath, un-,
derlying the discussion are legal concerns
with the personal autonomy and civil
libertiesto be accorded to the homeless.
Law students at Georgetown have been
involved as advoc~tes f~r the homele~s
thr~ugh the ~chool s Institute for Public
Representat!on, . There ~taff attorney
Laura Macklin worked WIth students on
'
',',
the Lafayette Park, case as, well as
Williams v. ~arry which addr~sed the
due process rights of shelter residents to
chalIe?S~ the closing ofa shelter. Though
theWlIhan,ts opuuon ackno~ledged that
s.helt e r re Sl dents ••m us.'t r eceive a d equa t e
notice when ~ facllity IS to be cIos~, ~e
D,C. Court did not accep.t the Institute s
ar~ument that oral hearings as ':Veil ~s
wntten comments should be permitted m
light of the communication
problems
which hamper many 'homeless persons.'.
"grips
acklin reports findiIiga '''~ry high
level of student interest in meeting and
working with the homeless" and she hopes'
the Georgetown clinic will conduct more,,,
projects on their behalf. She suggests that
there isa
need to provide additional.
structures and programs for students and
"a~torneys work .with, the homeless ',.on a
continuing "basis rather, than' strictly
'relying' on ~d hoe efforts. F(}r NLC
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students Law 399 serves as a ge~eral in
vitation to students to initiate a progra~
working with public interest groups.
,On the theory that it, may, be easier to
- bring the lawyer to the homeless rather
than the other way around, Mary Ellen
Holmes Of C~NV says plans are underwa
to set up offIce space for legal counselin~
at the Community's 2nd and D Streets
N.W. shelter. According on Holmes ther~
are many' matters "ranging from minor
criminal.' offenses to problems with entitIementprograms
that confront the
homeless for which legal advising and
advocacy would be, beneficial.
.vBaek at Covington and Burling Greg
Tucker's work for the homeless contin
since the city has challenged the proPri~~
of, the shelter initiative passed by the
voters, T,he city contends that the
initiative could commit the city to spm:
dingover$60miIlion
Tuckercountersth t
CCNY has already demonstrated t~
feas,ibiU,ty of a plan allowing the city to
provide' the required services within
current fundina levels. "T,he government
~.."
says this, is Utopia
bu t it is already being
done," claims Tucker, through CCNY's
use of donated federal buildings, volunteer
staffing,and free food from supermarket
warehouses.
. While the society as a whole comes to
with the moral and economic issues
engendered by the increasing number of
homeless citizens, it appears the legal
community" will have to address some
fundamental issues of individual rights
'and societal responsibility.
Perhaps
nowhere will this be more true than in
Washington,D.C.
where undoubtedly
, more lawyers and law students cross paths
. with more homeless persons than in any
other city in America.
'
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